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Diary

From the transit hills of city matters

You remember a few minutes ago. A very short distance in time. You entered a gate. As you have entered
into something else so many times before. Through this gate granites, gravel, sand, concrete, bricks, asphalt and
earth float. Taking part in the choreography of the city. Reorganizing. Like everything else.
- Trace at Prøvestenen
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Into the Wild
Entering into something else happens to us all the time. We enter new spaces, relations,
structures – and with each new encounter we change a little bit. We become, and we do so
entangled with each other and everything else in complex structures and configurations.
Entering this residency I felt like stepping into a wild growing landscape unfolding in so
many shapes and directions leaving me energized and overwhelmed. This patchwork
consisted of introduction to the practice of lead artist Nana Francisca Shöttlander, the
exchange and practice sharing with my fellow artists-in-residence, the presentation of a
number of local landscapes and various experts sharing knowledge on different aspects of the
city.
A selection of inspirational literature also guided our research, and to me Donna
Haraways thinking became a guiding companion during the weeks, especially the book
Staying with the Trouble and the documentary film Storytelling for Earthly Survival. How to
make kin? How to write new stories? How to make inventive connections? How to team
build, dialogue and articulate this work?
In long sunny afternoons we visited never ending secret corners of Refshaleøen,
intertwining ourselves with concrete, iron, trees and blackberry bushes. We swam in the
harbour, sailed across the city, took the subway to the ocean, danced with the grass and trees
outside our lodgings, got intimate with the reed of Kalvebod Fælled, and mud-covered from
sliding down hills at recently landfilled Jorddepotet in Nordhavn. Blackberries were ripe at the
branches all around us at our base at post-industrial Refshaleøen. We stuffed ourselves. And
full of all this I felt that wild growing Performative Landscapes gave us a warm welcome and
offered a fertile yet questioning soil for diving in, exploring and articulating artistic practice.
A question of how to invite others into performative explorations and experiences of
relating to the more-than-human bodies of landscapes and matters was my point of
departure. During the first weeks the flood of inspiration and exchange infused me with new
ideas, and qualified the framing of small upcoming projects already in process.
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I entered the residency with one specific wish to research the basic format of a possible
future project. City Matters explores the geological urban flesh and its choreography over
time in a situated dialogue seeking a modus of listening-to- and being-with non-organic
entities of the city such as concrete, asphalt and brick. I was especially curious to find ways of
investing my own body in physical dialogue, calling forth felt notion of the softness, the
movement-over-time of the city materials. Another point of focus was how this physical
language would combine with the more practical language of leading a group through an
urban landscape?

City matters
During the residency I got a deeper understanding of the growing city as a
choreography where ancient geological movements of the planet are infused and accelerated
by human landfilling, tunnelling, building. The rapid growth of the city stepped forth an
accurate image of this movement.
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Touring the city I encountered a site that meet my own question of how to make images
and experiences of being intertwined in the choreography of a larger organism. The island
Prøvestenen is a transit hall of city matters, where raw materials is shipped in as well as
recycled. The site is full of hills of well sorted gravel, sand and crushed concrete. Here forces
of nature work over time, leaving these sorted-by-the-grain hills with ranges and canyons
much alike those you would find in any natural reserve around the world. This strange,
dystopic, beautiful and moonlike land constitutes an extremely potent site for sensing the
movement going on before and after buildings stands for a short moment in time.
In the Traces rounding up the residency, I shared a guided walk through the hills of
Prøvestenen. I included small tableaus situating my own body in choreographic dialogue with
the crushed concrete and contaminated soil from the Metro tunnels. In the feedback it was
noted that placing a body in this landscape create strong imagery, and a participant stated:
“Because I see this naked body, the concrete becomes so soft.” With this feedback in mind, I
felt my research led to good starting points of how to create live experiences of body-matter
dialogue in a certain space, drawing on the “contamination” that is going on in perception.
The feedback also let me understand that the practical format of combining my different
roles of guiding and stepping into tableaus, was a possible way of framing a performative
experience of landscape.

Strategies for presence
When we explore landscape, our experience always corresponds to an inside, a point
inside ourselves where the input resonates. From what place or modus we are experiencing
and sharing, becomes a relevant question. Some of the Trace feedback also pointed to my
way of being present with the group, the body and the space, allowing for a meeting to
happen.
Entering the residency I brought with me a free form daily movement practise. It is a
personal and intuitive gentle training, that cultivates acceptance and enables me to be close to
my self, to reach embodied places of truth. One could also say the practise is one way into an
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honest relation to my mode of being through movement. I call this Inner Missions or Inner
Landscape.
Experiencing this daily practise at work within the residency research and sharing
process, I begin to think of it as a Strategy for Presence, a way of staying with the trouble,
that contains both commitment to be present with the “terror of the present era” (manifesting
also as individual confusion etc.) as well as or perhaps leading to places of forgiveness. A
subtle but powerful tool for cultivating embodied presence, a modus of being with this space
and time, and sharing that with others.

The skin of the elephant in the city
Action Philosopher Oleg Kofoed brought this sentence into the research: “Please stop
performing”. That somehow resonated to me with an ongoing questioning of my own body
within my work, a wish to avoid presenting a human body and repeating a human-centralized
perspective. My colleague performance artist Charlotte Grum wrote to me:
“What is performing to you? Could you pre-form or post-form? Making matter matter
in different ways? Do you (the I) matter or does matter matter? How can you get other layers
of the body in play? Can you be a with-agent to the matter?”
These questions first propelled me into Asphalt Bathing, a movement-meditational
dialogue between the microbes of my current gut feel and the ancient microbes of the city
Asphalt. I made a photo series portraying the almost skin-like softness and fragility of this
material, that we tend to pass over fast or park on - and never linger with. to contrast this
move-fast-over storyline of how to relate to the material, I rented a parking place and created
a simple stone garden made of asphalt pieces here. In the garden I danced, embodying my
gut feel letting my inner microbic life listen to the long passed microbic life of the surface we
were dwelling on.
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Serving soil
According to Peter Sloterdijk anyone who wants to have something to say as an intellectual or artist is
obliged to take part in the terror of present era. (…) detached position has become impossible because it has
been irrevocably Sloterdijk therefore suggest that thinking let itself be intoxicated by the era to witch it will react
like a fever.

- Jeroen Peeters, Bodies as Filters

Researching how to get other layers of my body in play, this text drew my attention to
the contaminated soil from the Metro tunnels, present at Prøvestenen. Can I make my own
and other human bodies part of the decontamination proces? Of the breathing of the earth.
Can we make ourselves response-able here? Can we be of service? These questions I
developed into a short meditation with the space and a micro-movement score or
choreographic sculpture in the space.
Please breathe and notice how your skin and your breath become part of the resting and the rinsing of
this place. Please breathe with this soil.

- Trace, Prøvestenen

This encounter got a stewardship approach, focusing on how to be of service to the
space. Together with the strategy of engaging other body layers, I find this is a path to follow
onwards.
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DoIT in Nature
Dance of Imagination & Transformation – in Nature is a practise that cultivates
sensitivity and attention toward our surroundings, using movement as a strategy of guiding
attention. It was developed in the spring 2020 by Aarhus based performance artist Mette
Aakjær and myself, as a response to corona times.
At the residency I shared DoIT practice as a morning session, and through the feedback
I sensed that this practice was closely in line with the questions of how to make kin, how to
embody sensitive dialogues with the other-than-human. This experience feeds into an
ongoing process of developing this format. I would love to share DoIT with more people, how
to take next step?
I asked my self what the potential for expanding and stretching the concept is, and
shared this question and thoughts with Stine Fløe Dalbye from Metropolis. Stine pointed my
attention to the experience of the participants, and a possible post-phase asking them
questions such as: What did you experience? Is this a dialogue? What did the place get out of
our session today? What do you want to leave/give to the space or somebody else?
Doing DoIT with different groups and in different spaces could make up a project of a
shared re-negotiation of relation to our surroundings and the basic question of what Nature
actually is. Thinking of it like this the physical practise gets a philosophical or thinking aspect
to it. And once again quoting Donna Haraway: Think we must!

Exchange and Exit
This last practise development of DoIT is a good example of how the residency process
of exchange with other artists has nurtured my practice in many different ways that work
across projects. Along the way so many fruitful exchanges happened, and I leave the residency
feeling enriched by these many encounters and curious to continue visiting and exploring
Performative Landscapes.
Photos s. 3 and 5: Stine Emilie Fløe Dalby
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